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Hypernuclear structure with the new Nijmegen potentials
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~Received 10 March 2001; published 11 September 2001!

We perform continuous-choice Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculations of hypernuclear matter, using the recent
Nijmegen potentials for hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon interactions. Single-particle observables of the
various hyperons in bulk matter, as well as properties of single- and double-lambda hypernuclei, employing an
extended Skyrme-Hartree-Fock scheme, are presented. We find that the potentials tend to overbind the single
hypernuclei and strongly underbind the double hypernuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past couple of years, aside from nonrelativis
nucleon-nucleon potentials of very high quality, hypero
nucleon potentials@1–6#, that are consistent with the existin
data set on elastic hyperon-nucleon scattering, have also
come available for the theoretical modeling of hypernuc
and hypermatter. Recently, a new set of potentials was
sented@7# that also involves, besides the usual hypero
nucleon force in the strangenessS521 channel, extrapola
tions to the hyperon-hyperon (S522,23,24) channels.

Since, unfortunately, at present the data set on hype
nucleon scattering is rather scarce and of relatively p
quality compared to the nucleon-nucleon case, the co
sponding potentials are not very well constrained, allow
for considerable freedom in their construction. We theref
take in this article the opportunity to employ these new p
tentials for microscopical calculations of hypernuclear str
ture. The motivation is to judge their quality by confrontatio
with data of finite hypernuclei, where available. We w
therefore present results for single-particle levels of sing
lambda hypernuclei, on which quite detailed experimen
information exists, as well as discuss the main features
infinite hypermatter with the main relevance for astrophy
cal applications@8#.

The situation is especially uncertain for the hypero
hyperon channels, for which no scattering information
available at all, and the new potentials, with no additio
parameters and obeying an approximate SU~3! symmetry,
constitute therefore mere ‘‘extrapolations’’ to theS522,
23,24 sectors. Regarding this aspect, the only possible c
frontation with reality at the moment appears the compari
with information on the potentially observed~three! double-
lambda hypernucleiLL

6 He, LL
10 Be, and LL

13 B @9#; and this is
one of the objectives of this paper.

The degree of freedom in the construction of the pot
tials is evidenced by the fact that in Ref.@7# actually six
different potential parametrizations were given, which
equally well the scattering data, but produce different sc
tering lengths in theLN andSN channels. In this article we
present results that are obtained with the potentials ‘‘A’’ and
‘‘ F ’’ of that reference and compare with results using t
‘‘old’’ Nijmegen soft-core potential@3#, denoted ‘‘O’’ in the
following.
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II. FORMALISM

The results we present in this paper are based on ge
alized Brueckner-Hartree-Fock~BHF! calculations~employ-
ing continuoussingle-particle potentials in the computatio
of the G matrices! of lambda-hypermatter, i.e., symmetr
nuclear matter of densityrN containing a fraction of lambda
hyperons with densityrL .

The technicalities of these calculations are explained
detail in Refs.@10,11#, and will not be repeated here. W
only mention that the principal difficulties are caused by t
choice of continuous single-particle potentials for all types
particles involved, as well as by the presence of a large n
ber of coupled channels. This renders the computations v
time-consuming. In the following we will make use of th
principal results of the calculations, which are the bindi
energy per baryon as function of the various~in our case
nucleon and lambda! partial densities,B/A(rN ,rL), as well
as the momentum-dependent single-particle potentials o
types of particles involved,Uq(k), where the indexq
5n,p,L,S201,J20 labels the different baryons that w
take into account.

We will further below present results on certain featur
of these bulk matter quantities, but also use them as in
information for the determination of properties of hypern
clei in an extended Skyrme-Hartree-Fock~SHF! model@12#.
This model was recently employed together with the ‘‘old
Nijmegen hyperon-nucleon potential, and quite satisfact
results for the properties of single-lambda hypernuclei w
obtained. A comparison with the equivalent predictions
volving the new potentials is therefore of interest. More im
portantly, contrary to the old potentials, the new ones invo
extensions to the hyperon-hyperon sector and allow there
to make also predictions for double-lambda hypernuc
which we will explore as well.

In Ref. @12# a hyperon-hyperon interaction was n
present, so that we introduce briefly in the following th
slightly extended scheme involving such a force. For a m
detailed account the reader is referred to Ref.@12#. The local
energy density functional of hypermatter depends on the d
sities rq5( i 51

Nq ufq
i u2 and kinetic energy densitiestq

5( i 51
Nq u¹fq

i u2 and is written ase5eN1eL , whereeN is the
purely nucleonic SHF functional, as specified in Ref.@13#,
and
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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eL5
1

2mL
tL1eNL~rN ,rL! ~1!

is the functional accounting for the presence of lambd
which is due to the action of hyperon-nucleon and hyper
hyperon forces. It can be constructed from the BHF res
for B/A as

eNL~rN ,rL!5~rN1rL!
B

A
~rN ,rL!2rN

B

A
~rN,0!

2
3

5

C

2mL
rL

5/3, ~2!

where the last term corresponds to the kinetic energy co
bution of the lambdas. The constantC5(3p2)2/3'9.571 has
been introduced. However, as in Ref.@12#, we prefer to work
with a Schro¨dinger equation that involves, instead of the ba
lambda massmL , the hyperon effective massmL* , as ex-
tracted from the BHF single-particle potential

mL*

mL
5F11

UL~kF
(L)!2UL~0!

kF
(L)2/2m

G21

. ~3!

For this purpose the energy density functional is written
stead as

eL5
1

2mL*
tL1eNL~rN ,rL!2S mL

mL*
21D 3

5

C

2mL
rL

5/3.

~4!

Minimizing the total energy of the hypernucleus,E
5*d3r e(r ), one arrives with Eq.~4! at the SHF Schro¨dinger
equation

F2¹•

1

2mq* ~r !
¹1Vq~r !2 iWq~r !~¹3s!Gfq

i ~r !

52eq
i fq

i ~r !, ~5!

with the wave functionsfq
i and the single-particle energie

2eq
i for the different single-particle levelsi and speciesq

5n,p,L. The SHF mean fields are

VN5VN
SHF1

]eNL

]rN
1

]

]rN
S mL

mL* ~rN! D S tL

2mL
2

3

5

C

2mL
rL

5/3D ,

~6a!

VL5
]eNL

]rL
2S mL

mL* ~rN!
21D C

2mL
rL

2/3, ~6b!

whereVN
SHF is the nucleonic Skyrme mean field without h

perons andWN the nucleonic spin-orbit mean-field, as give
in Ref. @13#. At the present level of approximation we do n
include a spin-orbit force for the lambda, which is justifie
by the experimental observation of very small spin-or
splittings.
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As in Ref. @12#, we provide parametrizations of the nu
merical results for the key quantitieseNL and mL* in the
following functional forms (rN and rL given in units of
fm23, eNL in MeV fm23):

eNL~rN ,rL!'2~a12a2rN1a3rN
2 !rNrL

1~a42a5rN1a6rN
2 !rNrL

5/3

2~a72a8rL1a9rL
2 !rL

2 , ~7!

mL*

mL
~rN!'m12m2rN1m3rN

2 2m4rN
3 . ~8!

The parametersa i andm i are listed in Table I for the three
different potentialsO, A, andF that we use.

The functional form of Eq.~8! is purely phenomenologi-
cal, whereas that of Eq.~7! is guided by the fact that the
energy density functional can be related to the BHF sing
particle potentials in the following manner@12#:

eNL~rN ,rL!5 (
k,kF

(L)
@2UL

(N)~k!1UL
(L)~k!#

12 (
k,kF

(N)
@UN

(N)~k!urL
2UN

(N)~k!urL50#,

~9!

whereUA
(B) denotes the BHF single-particle potential com

ponent of baryonA due to the presence of baryonsB in the
medium@10#. In extension to Ref.@12#, the last term on the
right-hand side of Eq.~7! andUL

(L)(k) in Eq. ~9! are due to
the presence of hyperon-hyperon interactions. We rem
that nevertheless we still keep a simple parametrization
the lambda effective mass, Eq.~8!, depending only on the

TABLE I. Parameters of the functional representations of ene
density and lambda effective mass, Eqs.~7! and ~8!, for the poten-
tials O, A, andF.

O A F

a1 327 423 384
a2 1159 1899 1473
a3 1163 3795 1933
a4 335 577 635
a5 1102 4017 1829
a6 1660 11061 4100
a7 0 38 50
a8 0 186 545
a9 0 22 981

m1 1 0.98 0.93
m2 1.83 1.72 2.19
m3 5.33 3.18 3.89
m4 6.07 0 0
1-2
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FIG. 1. Hyperon and nucleon
single-particle potentials in pure
nucleonic matter (rL50) at satu-
ration density (rN5r050.17
fm23). The nucleonic curves are
scaled down by a factor of 1/2
The upper dashed curve pertain
to S0, the middle one toS1, and
the lower one toS2. Results with
the potentialsA ~left panel! andF
~right panel! are compared.
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nucleon density. This still reproduces the numerical res
relatively well and we consider it sufficient at the prese
stage of approximation.

III. RESULTS

A. Bulk matter

We begin with a presentation of the principal properties
infinite hypermatter in our model: In order to illustrate th
basic features, Fig. 1 shows the complete set of nucleon
hyperon single-particle potentials in pure nuclear matte
saturation density (rN5r050.17 fm23,rY50) resulting
from our calculations. The hyperon single-particle potenti
are much less attractive than the nucleonic ones, reflec
the weaker strength of the hyperon-nucleon compared to
nucleon-nucleon potentials. Concerning the effective mas
m* /m, indicated by the curvature of the single-particle p
tentials, those of the lambda are generally smaller than u
mS* /mS is very close to unity, andmJ* /mJ larger than unity.

Compared to previous BHF calculations employing t
much simpler gap-choice prescription for the single-parti
potentials@7,11,14,15#, our new results indicate only sma
changes for the lambda, but substantially more binding
the sigma hyperons. With respect to the potentialO @10#, the
new potentials predict more binding for the lambda and
particular for the sigma hyperons. More detailed compa
sons between the new and old potentials will be given in
following.

The most interesting features that can be extracted f
plots like Fig. 1 are the hyperon ‘‘well depths’’UY(k50),1

as well as effective masses, as defined in Eq.~3! for the
lambda. The corresponding results are displayed in Fig.
a function of nucleonic density and the values at norm
density are also listed in Table II. One notes that the n
potentials predict relatively strong attraction for all types
hyperons, which at least in the case of the sigma and
cascade hyperons appears not to be supported by the pr
experimental information. In the case of theJ hyperons,
early analysis of old emulsion data@16# obtained an attrac

1It should be noted, however, that these quantities are slig
more attractive than the SHF potentialsVY , due to rearrangemen
contributions to the latter, see Ref.@12#.
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tive J-nucleus well potential of around224 MeV, while
recent (K2,K1) spectra onL

12C, obtained at KEK and BNL
@17# and analyzed within the distorted wave Born appro
mation, favor a shallower potential of around214 MeV.
With respect to theS hyperon, data onS2 atoms seemed
to be compatible with attractive potentials of arou
225 MeV at r0 @18,19#, while more recent fits including
data of heavier atoms suggested a repulsive potential in
nuclear interior@20–22#. A recent comparison of (K2,p6)
spectra calculated in plane wave impulse approximation@23#
with data taken at BNL@24# also seems to favor a repulsiv
S-nucleus interaction, although more sophisticated tre
ments including the distortions of the incoming and outgo
mesons would be desirable before drawing definite con
sions.

The differences in binding between the three sigma hyp
ons in symmetric nuclear matter are in the case of the n

ly

FIG. 2. Lambda effective mass~top panels! and well depths of
the different hyperons~bottom panels! as functions of nucleon den
sity in pure nucleonic matter (rL50). Results obtained with the
potentialsA and F are shown in the left and right panel, respe
tively.
1-3
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potentials solely generated by the different masses, whe
the potentialO involves explicit isospin breaking in the dif
ferent sigma-nucleon channels@3#. We also note that the
strongly repulsive Lane~isovector! term, which is respon-
sible for the existence of a boundS

4 He state@25,26#, comes
out to be opposite in sign for the new Nijmegen models@23#.
The properties of lambdas will be discussed in more de
below.

Concerning the lambda effective mass, we obtain at s
ration density the valuesmL* /mL'0.78, 0.67, and 0.81 fo
the potentialsA, F, andO, respectively. Due to the strengt
of the new potentials and a repulsivep-wave contribution
@15#, the corresponding values are slightly smaller than p
nomenological ones reported in Ref.@27#.

After reviewing the properties of individual hyperons
pure nuclear matter, we come now to the discussion of s
tems with finite strangeness fraction. In this article we w
restrict to the most relevant case of lambda hypermatter c
acterized by partial densitiesrN and rL , or equivalently,
total densityr5rN1rL and lambda fractionxL5rL /r.

A particular important aspect of lambda hypermatter is
formation of cascade hyperons via theLL→NJ reaction,
once a threshold of the lambda fraction is reached. Hype
clei beyond a certain strangeness fraction contain there
necessarily other types of hyperons besides lambdas@28–
30#. Quantitatively, the lambda threshold density is det
mined by the equation

mJ1mN22mL1Dm50, ~10!

wheremq5]e/]rq are the chemical potentials of the diffe
ent species~depending on the different partial densities! and
Dm5mJ1mN22mL'23 MeV, is the relevant difference
of rest masses of the baryons involved. Due to the fact
this quantity is quite small, the onset ofJ hyperons can in
principle take place at relatively low strangeness fraction
depends crucially on the in-medium properties~chemical po-
tentials! of the three speciesN, L, andJ.

The most relevant information is the lambda fractionxL

corresponding to the onset ofJ formation in hypermatter
with partial nucleon densityrN'r0, since this resembles th
situation in heavy hypernuclei. For this purpose we can w

mN~r0 ,rL!5
B

A
~r0,0!1

]eNL

]rN
~r0 ,rL!, ~11a!

TABLE II. Depth of the different hyperon single-particle pote
tials, 2UY(k50) ~in MeV!, in nuclear matter of normal densit
rN5r050.17 fm23, evaluated with different potentials.

Y O A F

L 30.0 39.7 36.6
S2 8.0 29.7 25.5
S0 15.2 27.6 23.5
S1 8.7 28.8 24.8
J2 35.1 37.3
J0 35.1 37.3
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mL~r0 ,rL!5
C

2mL
rL

2/31
]eNL

]rL
~r0 ,rL!, ~11b!

mJ~r0 ,rL!'UJ~r0,0!, ~11c!

using the fact that at nucleonic saturation density we h
mN(r0)5B/A(r0)'216 MeV, and approximating theJ
chemical potential by the BHF well depth. The terms invo
ing partial derivatives ofeNL can now easily be calculate
from Eq. ~7!, and solving Eq.~10! we obtain the following
values for the lambda fraction at whichJ hyperons will start
to form: xL50.17,0.15, and 0.08 for the potentialsO, A, and
F, respectively. The value for the potentialO has been ob-
tained with the assumptionUJ5215 MeV and is therefore
higher than those for the new potentials, which yield ve
large~but probably unrealistic! values for the binding of the
J in nuclear matter, although there is some compensat
since also the lambda is more bound with these potentials
any case, the phenomenon ofJ formation is not relevant for
hypernuclei containing only a small number of lambda
which will be discussed in the following.

In view of the relevance for double-lambda hypernucl
we display finally in Fig. 3 the BHF single-particle potenti
component due to the lambda-lambda interaction,UL

(L)(k),
as a function of lambda density for fixedrN5r0 and for two
typical momentak50,kF

(L) . Estimating very roughly the
typical lambda density in a double-lambda hypernucleus
rL'2r0 /A'0.02 fm23 for LL

10 Be, one can expect from th
figure typical two-lambda bond energies of not more th
10.5 MeV ~attractive! for the potentialA and even less for
the potentialF. This will be confirmed later by our micro
scopical calculation; however, it can already be stated h
that clearly the theoretical value is far too small, compared
the experimental estimate of about 5 MeV@9#.

B. Single and double-lambda hypernuclei

After presenting the principal features of infinite hype
matter, we come now to the modelling of hypernuclei with

FIG. 3. BHF single-particle potentialUL
(L)(k) as a function of

lambda density for fixedrN5r050.17 fm23 and two momentak
50,kF

(L) .
1-4
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the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock approach that utilizes these res
as input quantities, as explained in the previous section.

The most significant results are the lambda single-part
levels of various single-lambda hypernuclei, for which e
perimental results are available for comparison@31,32#. In
Ref. @12#, using the potentialO, our model predicted a sligh
underbinding of heavy hypernuclei. As we have seen,
new potentials produce more binding in infinite matt
which is also reflected in our results for hypernuclei: T
lambda single-particle levelseL

i ( i 51s,1p,1d,1f ) are dis-
played in Fig. 4 and listed in Table III, which compares t
values obtained with the different potentials. Indeed, con
tent with the results in infinite matter, the new potentia
yield significantly more binding. Even taking into accou
the theoretical uncertainties involved in our model, it see
that the potentialA can be excluded, while the potentialF
gives actually good results for the heaviest nuclei, howe
systematically overbinds the light nuclei by about 2 Me
The rearrangement corrections toeL

i are repulsive and of the
order of 1 MeV for light nuclei, decreasing smoothly withA.
They improve the agreement of the potentialF with the ex-

FIG. 4. Lambda single-particle energies for different hypern
clei as a function of mass numberA. The lines indicate theoretica
results obtained with different potentials, and the markers sh
experimental data from Refs.@31,32#.
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perimental results. As stated in Ref.@12#, the main contribu-
tion to the rearrangement correction is provided by the c
rect treatment of the center of mass.

Proceeding now to double-lambda hypernuclei, we list
Table IV the bond energy

DBLL52E~L
A21Z!2E~LL

A Z!2E~A22Z! ~12!

evaluated with the different potentials. Whereas the
Nijmegen potential contains no hyperon-hyperon interact
and yields small negative bond energies due to rearran
ment effects of the core~see the discussion in Ref.@12#!, the
new potentials do contain such forces and could in princi
be able to overcome this effect and to reproduce the exp
mental valuesDBLL'5 MeV, indicating a strongLL at-
traction. In practice, however, the binding is still grossly u
derestimated by about a factor 10 with the potentialA,
whereas the potentialF predicts even a slightly repulsiv
effect. One can relate these results to the BHF single-par
potential componentUL

(L) , displayed in Fig. 3. Assuming fo
simplicity a momentum independentUL

(L) ~which is well ful-
filled for very low lambda density!, one arrives, using Eqs
~9! and ~12!, at

DBLL'UL
(L)~ r̄L!2UL

(L)~2r̄L!'2UL
(L)~ r̄L!, ~13!

wherer̄L'r0 /A is a rough estimate of the average dens
of lambdas in a single-lambda hypernucleus. Indeed, c
paring the values given in Table IV and in Fig. 3, the relati
Eq. ~13! is approximately fulfilled for the potentialA,

TABLE IV. Bond energiesDBLL ~in MeV!, Eq. ~12!, of several
double-lambda hypernuclei.

O A F

LL
10 Be 20.34 0.37 20.35

LL
14 C 20.41 0.32 20.47

LL
18 O 20.41 0.32 20.41

LL
30 Si 20.33 0.25 20.35

LL
42 Ca 20.31 0.19 20.32

LL
92 Zr 20.21 0.09 20.24

LL
142Ce 20.14 0.05 20.18

LL
210Pb 20.12 0.01 20.15

-

w

TABLE III. Lambda single-particle levels~in MeV! for different single-lambda hypernuclei. Predictions of the potentialsO, A, andF are
compared with experimental data from Ref.@32# ~in brackets! with errors of about61 MeV.

1s 1p 1d 1 f 1g
O A F Expt. O A F Expt. O A F Expt. O A F Expt. O A F Expt.

L
13C (L

13C) 11.7 17.8 13.7~11.7! 0.9 4.0 1.4 ~0.7!

L
17O (L

16O) 13.3 19.2 15.5~12.5! 3.0 6.7 3.7 ~2.5!

L
29Si (L

28Si) 16.4 22.8 18.9~17.5! 7.4 12.2 8.5 ~7.5! 1.3

L
41Ca (L

40Ca) 18.0 24.3 20.7~20.0! 10.1 15.1 11.5 ~12.0! 1.6 5.3 2.0 ~1.0!

L
91Zr (L

89Y) 21.1 27.5 24.1~22.5! 15.6 21.4 17.8 ~16.0! 9.1 14.2 10.4 ~9.0! 2.1 6.3 2.4 ~2.0!

L
141Ce (L

139La) 22.1 28.4 25.3~24.0! 17.9 23.8 20.5 ~21.0! 12.8 18.2 14.5 ~14.0! 6.9 11.7 7.8 ~7.0! 0.6 4.7 0.6 ~1.0!

L
209Pb (L

208Pb) 23.1 29.5 26.5~27.0! 19.6 25.7 22.4 ~22.0! 15.4 21.0 17.5 ~17.0! 10.5 15.7 11.8 ~12.0! 5.1 9.7 5.6 ~7.0!
1-5
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whereas theLL interaction in the potentialF is so weak and
turning into repulsion at higher momenta, that the resu
obtained are very close to those of the potentialO without
any LL interaction.

In summary, clearly much more binding in the lambd
lambda interaction is required in order to give satisfact
results, even if our model is only quite schematic, neglect
any correlations beyond the mean field, which could be q
important in particular for light nuclei@33#. A related conclu-
sion was drawn in Ref.@7#, where very small lambda-lambd
scattering lengths were obtained with the new potentials

Since the new potentials fail completely already for t
treatment of double hypernuclei, we will in this work n
discuss the speculative properties of multihypernuclei.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have in this article confronted the recent Nijmeg
hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon potentials with
perimental information on single- and double-lambda hyp
nuclei. Our theoretical framework involved an extend
BHF scheme, using continuous single-particle spectra fo
g.

-

C

.
r. A

,

A

.J

04430
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species, and, based on these results, a SHF model of h
nuclei.

Even taking into account the theoretical uncertainties
our model~like the lack of three-baryon forces and finite
range effects@12,27,34#!, the results obtained are not ver
satisfactory: With the new potentials all types of hypero
are too strongly bound in nuclear matter; the single-lamb
hypernuclei~in particular light ones! are overbound, wherea
the resulting effective lambda-lambda interaction is by
too weak compared to the values deduced experimental

Clearly a readjustment of the potential parameters in p
ticular for the hyperon-hyperon channels is necessary
simple extrapolations guided by SU~3! symmetry are not suf-
ficient, as had actually already been pointed out in the or
nal article@7#.
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